
I’ve been reading back through some of our GC conversations and thinking about FTL. A while back I 

said I was going to write some lore pages about the primary methods of FTL travel and 

communication in the galaxy. At first I thought it would be cool to get some real science in there to 

provide a sense of realism, but trying to squeeze real-world scientific theories regarding FTL into the 

requirements of the setting makes the result too convoluted to be worth it. So I’ve tried a different 

approach, aimed more toward putting some meat on the bones of the FTL lore. An easy way of doing 

something like this is to invoke some resource or material with super special properties. This is 

sometimes referred to by worldbuilders as an ‘unobtainium’. Let’s call it ygsium for now. 

Imagine you’re a curious alien inventor. You attach two identical lumps of ygsium to a battery, one on 

each terminal. Fascinatingly, if the electric charge of the two lumps passes a certain threshold, they 

spontaneously discharge, apparently through each other (even if they’re separated). You perform 

further tests to try and learn more about the phenomenon. In one of these tests, you place one of the 

lumps (the one attached to the negative terminal) inside a sealed block of insulation, and the other in a 

sealed vacuum chamber. You initiate the discharge. The setup behaves the same as before. You were 

hoping to collect some interesting data regarding the heating of the ygsium. Never mind. As you 

prepare the lumps for another test, you notice something peculiar; the lump connected to the positive 

terminal is covered in an almost imperceptibly thin dusting of insulating material. Somehow, 

astonishingly, ygsium has the power to instantaneously teleport surrounding particles from one 

location to another. 

The effect is tiny (your initial experiment only transported a few micrograms of material) but still 

useful. Signals, after all, weigh basically nothing. You devise a system in which radio waves are passed 

through an ygsium cavity at the exact point of discharge, instantly teleporting them to another cavity 

some distance away. By discharging the cavity thousands of times per second, teleporting another tiny 

radio packet each time, you can effectively transmit a continuous signal faster than light. The 

implications for space exploration are profound. So long as the cavities are the same shape, and 

they’re charged in sync, they don’t need to be connected to the same battery in order to pair up. That 

makes it possible to tune into (or tap into) different FTL communicators. There are limits, however. The 

charge/discharge time increases as the cavities are pulled further and further apart, almost as if the 

charge is leaking away somewhere. The only way to counter this is to use more power, or use larger 

lumps of ygsium, which seem to be able to discharge faster. 

Give people an inch and they want a mile, give people a communicator and they want a teleporter. 

With FTL communications well established, your civilisation soon turns its attention to the possibility of 

actual FTL travel. Since your first experiment, it’s been established that ygsium teleports a certain 

amount of mass present around it, depending on the voltage you use. The very low voltages used in 

your original experiment only transported a few micrograms, but repeats of the experiment at 

extremely high voltages have teleported several grams from around one lump of ygsium to the other. 

Larger lumps of ygsium teleport proportionally more mass. 

Luckily, your civilisation has access to copious amounts of this stuff, so they embark on perhaps the 

biggest engineering project ever seen. They build vast ygsium cavities charged to extremely high 

voltages, capable of teleporting entire starships across the galaxy. Ygsium teleports whatever’s closest 

to it, up to some mass; putting the thing you want to teleport inside an ygsium cavity is a good way of 

ensuring it’s the closest, but by no means does that cavity need to fully enclose the object. In fact, if 

you’re teleporting starships you might as well use some kind of ygsium torus or ring so the starships can 

easily fly in and out. And that’s exactly what your civilisation does. Thousands of ygsium rings are 

built across the galaxy, hooked up to huge reactors capable of satisfying the astronomical energy 

needs of their charge/discharge cycles. 

Now skip forward thousands of years. All the major deposits of ygsium have been used up or lost. The 

only way to access such rings now is to refurbish an old one or somehow get your hands on a whole lot 

of ygsium, and a power source to boot. Luckily, there are more efficient ways of getting around. 



Imagine you’re a pilot sitting in the cockpit of an experimental starship, preparing for its maiden 

voyage. Deep within the hull of your ship are two relatively small, but expensive, lump of ygsium sat 

two feet apart from each other. You initiate the sequence to begin charging them at a voltage 

corresponding exactly to the mass of you and your ship. Just like the forgotten experiment from long 

ago, one lump (aft) is gaining a negative charge while the other (forward) is gaining a positive charge. 

Just like the forgotten experiment, when the charge reaches a certain threshold the aft lump teleports 

the matter around it two feet forward in line with the forward lump. But because this matter includes 

the entire mass of the ship, the teleportation includes the forward lump itself. In the original 

experiments, the aft lump never teleported itself because its destination was always perfectly 

obstructed by the forward lump. With the forward lump now moving away at the exact moment of 

teleportation, the aft lump is now free to teleport itself to the original position of the forward lump. In 

other words, your entire spaceship, ygsium and all, has just teleported two feet forward. The first FTL 

jump. 

You begin the charging sequence again, this time to occur every second. The ship hops forward two 

feet every second. Everything feels fine so far. The control system for the drive is basically a giant 

waveform generator plugged into a reactor, so boldly you twist the knob up to 1 kilohertz – a 

thousand cycles per second. With no feeling of acceleration, the ship darts forward at two thousand 

feet per second. To your relief, you’re still alive and all the readouts seem normal. There’s only one last 

test to perform. You know each of these little teleportation jumps is instantaneous, so it should work, but 

there’s only one way to know for sure. You begin to twist the knob up the logarithmic scale… 10 

kilohertz… 100 kilohertz… 1 megahertz… you continue upwards until you reach the maximum 

capability of the ship; 1 gigahertz, a billion cycles per second. You check the astrogation readout to 

be sure. You’re travelling at two billion feet per second, twice the speed of light, with only a tiny 

fraction of the ygsium required for a jumpgate. 

The ygsium drive, warp drive, jump drive, FTL drive, or whatever you want to call it, raises a number of 

questions. For example, why do the two lumps have to be two feet apart? Why not twenty feet? Then 

each jump would go ten times further, and your ship would be ten times faster, right? Not quite. You 

run into the same problem as FTL communicators. At a given power level, pulling the lumps ten times 

further apart will make them charge/discharge ten times slower, cancelling out any hoped-for speed 

advantage. You could counteract this by using bigger lumps of ygsium or dumping more power into 

them to make them cycle faster, but you can just as easily do that when they’re two feet apart. 

What if you crash into something faster than light? This known in the trade as a ‘problem’. Imagine 

you’re an illustrious space captain showing the local chicks (epoa school outing) around your ship as it 

sits in the space drydocks. As you’re recounting your latest space adventures in irresponsible levels of 

detail, you accidentally put down a mug of your preferred space kelp-based beverage on the big red 

‘Activate FTL Drive’ button. The ship tries to teleport thirty feet forwards, which it does mostly 

successfully apart from a three foot section of the nose which is prevented from teleporting by the blast 

doors in the way. But that means thirty feet back there’s another three foot section of the ship which 

also can’t teleport because of the nose section which didn’t teleport. Which means thirty feet behind 

that… basically the structure of the ship gets messed up in a weird repeating pattern, with a lone, 

three foot piece of rocket booster floating behind it (at the end of the chain of failed teleports). And 

that’s just the first jump. If the drive continues to operate, the entire ship will basically be shuffled like a 

deck of cards as it goes FTL through the blast doors. It won’t always be that bad. If you try to go FTL 

through a dense asteroid your ship will probably just stop one jump before impact, because there’s just 

no empty space to jump into. If there are a couple of small cavities in the asteroid you’ll lose a few 

corresponding parts of your ship into the depths of the asteroid, but that’s about it. 

To understand what an obstruction is, you need to have some idea of how ygsium works. Scientists 

have only a broad idea of this themselves. The dominant theory posits that negatively charged ygsium 

(ygsium-) dramatically lowers the potential energy of surrounding particles, but not the space within 

which they sit. This is illegal within the laws of physics, like lifting something 100 feet in the air without 

expending energy, so the particles in question must immediately disappear and reappear in a region 



of space with lower potential energy, if energy is to be conserved. This region of space is conveniently 

provided by the positively charged ygsium (ygsium+). Apparently the two lumps of ygsium in question 

are linked, similarly to how wormhole mouths are like entangled black holes, so teleportation can only 

occur between the two (this has led to many erroneously calling ygsium communicators ‘quantum 

entanglement communicators’). There is a miniscule chance, however, that a failed teleportation will 

send the particles in question to some other part of the universe that the laws of physics deem 

permissible. Technically this chance must be higher for long-distance teleporters such as jumpgates, as 

the effect is much stronger and there are more opportunities to materialise in the intervening space. In 

any case, there are only stories of unconfirmed encounters with the unknown. 

Anyway, an obstruction is any collection of matter sufficient to cancel out the region of lower potential 

energy generated by the ygsium+. It doesn’t take much; a tiny amount of mass is equivalent to a whole 

lot of energy, so even a planetary atmosphere is enough of an obstruction to prevent teleportation. 

The sparse vacuum of space is another matter – FTL drives can handle that quite easily. Some of the 

thicker nebulae might require energy-intensive adjustments to overcome the denser collection matter, 

but these obstacles are exceptions, at least within the established starlanes. You might be wondering 

what happens to all the stray dust and hydrogen particles which dot interstellar space. They’re actually 

light enough to get ‘swept up’ and teleported forwards with each jump along with the rest of the ship 

(as ygsium works on surrounding mass, not some radius or volume of effect). This causes a wake of 

hydrogen to build up over time, which may need to be compensated for by an increase in the mass 

limit of the drive. 

What if you set your FTL drive to completely the wrong mass? No joke, this could actually be a 

serious problem. Imagine you’re the captain of a small freighter massing 2,000 tons. You travel to the 

nearest port and load up 1,000 tons of cargo, then prepare to jump. Unfortunately, due to a night on 

the booze, or perhaps even an overlooked electrical fault, the drive voltage isn’t increased to 

compensate. Imagine the teleportation effect expands outwards from the drive up to the point at which 

it encompasses 2,000 tons, and no further. 2,000 tons of the interior teleports away, and nothing else. 

At least, it tries to teleport away. Surrounded by the detached exterior of the ship, you’re probably 

going to have a catastrophic shuffling effect like the one mentioned before. Say instead you nervously 

turn up your drive to 5,000 tons. That’s got to include the entire ship, right? Well, yes, and also part of 

the nearby spaceport. Thorough monitoring of your ship’s inventory is essential. Those responsible for 

such duties take note. 

What if you create a devastating weapon of planetary mass destruction, affix it to the fastest, most 

powerful FTL drive known to the galaxy, then fire it directly at an unsuspecting planet? This is known in 

the trade as ‘very much rather a big problem’, but don’t worry; they fear for your sanity, not the 

planetary inhabitants. To understand why, you need to think about energy again. As you fall deeper 

into a gravitational field, potential energy is released, usually as kinetic energy if you’re falling. If you 

teleport deeper into a gravitational field, you might not be falling, but all that excess energy still has 

to go somewhere. The preferred energy dump for physics is heat. What does this mean for an FTL 

drive? If you move a kilogram from outside the Sol system to the centre, it loses about 190 billion 

Joules of potential energy. In a teleportation drive this excess energy would probably be converted to 

heat, causing everything in the ship to heat up as you plummet deeper into the gravity well. If you 

don’t slow down or stop to cool off, a bottle of water or, indeed, a living organism in such a ship would 

theoretically heat by over 45 million degrees Celsius. I say theoretically because whatever ygsium core 

of the FTL drive would have long since vaporised into plasma. Conversely, trying to climb out of a 

gravity well too fast would see everything in the ship rapidly plummet to absolute zero, before the iron 

laws of energy conservation stop the drive from running entirely. 

This has a lot of implications for FTL travel across the galaxy. Put simply, the steeper the gravity 

well, the slower you have to go. Even a change in body temperature of a few degrees is going to 

have the crew feeling under the weather, to put it mildly. The backslapping folks in the UESS probably 

have a gutsy name for it from all those high-risk manoeuvres. Out in interstellar space you can blast 

away quite happily at many multiples the speed of light, in-system you have to take things more 



slowly, and next to a planet you have to be more careful still. Your ship might be able to manage 30 

light-years/day out in the galaxy, but that doesn’t mean you can cross the entire solar system in a 

matter of seconds. Even in interstellar space it bears thinking about; the galaxy is a whole landscape 

of shallow gravitational fields, and it’s the task of the skilled astrogator to figure out the optimum 

course – the one which will require the least throttling of the FTL drive for the health of the crew. 

One last thing. Isn’t it dangerous to teleport yourself billions of times per second, potentially for days 

at a time? Surprisingly, good old ygsium is actually very safe. The corruption rate for teleported 

objects is so small as to be negligible. For one jump. Compounded over many trillions of jumps it starts 

to become noticeable; a misplaced atom here, an errant gamma ray there. All these little corruptions 

at the atomic level show up in components similarly to radiation degradation, and in organics similarly 

to radiation poisoning. Over short periods in FTL the effect is unnoticeable, but without regular breaks 

the effect will compound exponentially. When the Senate standardised FTL drives it probably advised 

a strict limit on the maximum distance a spacecraft should travel before stopping to rest and 

recuperate. You can imagine unfortunate stories in which fugitives get ‘chased to death’ by faster 

patrol ships. It may have seemed like a good idea at the time; you can outrun them if you just don’t 

stop. But when the ship’s heavily irradiated drive finally stutters to a halt the patrollers must board in 

protective suits to discover the fugitives’ gruesome fate. 

Bonus idea. Maybe ygsium itself degrades over the course of travel, similar to the fuel rods in nuclear 

reactors. Regular stops don’t just mean recovering from the effects of drive corruption; it means 

switching out your ygsium cores. Unless you’re ludicrously rich enough to carry around lots of 

replacements, that probably means stopping off at a spaceport to exchange your degraded cores for 

fresh ones (for a fee, of course). The spaceport would possess the bulky machinery required to perform 

the complex and time-consuming reprocessing procedure, turning your degraded cores into fresh ones 

to pass on to other travellers. I say this is a ‘bonus idea’ because it would mean going from a situation 

where free-as-the-wind travellers can flit around the galaxy, taking rest stops at the outskirts of lonely 

systems as they go, to a situation where the spaceport becomes an essential component of interstellar 

travel, and a crucial strategic position in any conflict. That really depends on what you want from the 

setting. 

All known ygsium in the galaxy originated with the Omni, so the galactic distribution of ygsium roughly 

corresponds with the footprint of Omni civilisation. By a wide margin jumpgates are the largest 

individual deposits of ygsium (with enough ygsium to satisfy the demands of a small civilisation for 

some time), but these are rarely deconstructed for their resources due to their immense importance in 

galactic travel (with the exception of irreparable jumpgates, by far the most valuable ygsium deposits 

in the galaxy). The most commonly mined major deposits are within the ruins of previous civilisations. 

This tends to mean Omni ruins, but also includes the ruins of Buyuk and First Senate civilisations 

(especially the Karnasaurs) who extracted large amounts of ygsium in their heyday. 

Despite this, much of the ygsium in the galactic market is actually recycled from old FTL drives. This has 

everything to do with convenience; old starships are readily available to every spacefaring civilisation, 

and their ygsium cores are already shaped and measured to the appropriate standard. But, for 

various reasons, no civilisation will be able to retain all of its ygsium cores, most civilisations wish to 

expand their fleets, and all civilisations have to start somewhere. As such the ‘non-renewable’ sources 

of ygsium mentioned above are still of crucial economic and strategic importance. 

Ygsium sources can be found pretty much across the galaxy in varying concentrations. Lucky civilisations 

might find a small deposit in their own system, while unlucky ones could be a hundred light-years from 

the nearest deposit; so despite a wide distribution on the galactic scale, the local scale is something of 

a lottery for prospective spacefaring civilisations. 

For the hopeful ygsium prospector searching off the beaten path there are three points of interest to 

look out for; shipwrecks (decent), ancient ruins (big), and irreparable jumpgates (motherlode). Also, 

there are three rules of thumb when it comes to judging the variations in ygsium concentration across 

the galaxy. There is a bias toward the North Arm (home to the great centres of the late Omni and 



Saurian civilisations). There is a bias toward the galactic centre (the Omni and Buyuk were both active 

there, and the presence of the Buyuk deterred later civilisations from prospecting there). There are 

infinite exceptions to the last two rules (places such as Greenwater are considered regional 

hotspots). The Inner Far North Arm has the highest concentration of ygsium (especially in the vicinity of 

Domum Regimen, where the footprints of the Omni and Saurian civilisations overlap) while the Outer 

Far South Arm has the lowest concentration. 

Many have tried to synthesise their own ygsium, but none have succeeded. The Omni created ygsium 

particle by particle in vast particle accelerators spanning several light-years. Among their many 

functions, particle accelerators convert energy into matter in the form of exotic (and not-so-exotic) 

particles; more powerful accelerators are able to create more massive particles. Small accelerators 

can create muons and tauons. Larger accelerators can produce top quarks and Higgs bosons. Only 

Omni accelerators are powerful enough to create ygsons, the essential particle of ygsium. The ygson is 

vastly more massive than the proton but with the same electric charge; it can therefore capture a single 

electron to form a stable atom of ygsium. As the ygson is many times more massive than even the 

heaviest nuclei in the periodic table, ygsium is extremely dense – far denser than any conventional 

material, but still nowhere near neutronium – requiring specialist equipment to handle easily. Sensitive 

gravitational gradiometers have proved a worthwhile investment for many prospectors. Overall, 

ygsium is metallic (in fact it is a room temperature superconductor) with fairly typical melting and 

boiling points. When solid it is shiny and reflective, when liquid it is black, when a gas it is colourless. 


